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Dr. Fusheini Hudu LNGS 401 Lecture 5                            September 20 2016 
 
Phonological Rules  
 

 Last week, we looked at phonological rules in linear phonological theory. 

 We saw the differences between harmony rules and assimilation rules.  

 We also saw the formalisms used in writing other phonological rules. 

 Any questions from last week? 
 

 In today’s lecture, we will take a look at rule interaction. 
 

 As already noted last week, the phonological analyses we are doing are part of an 
approach known as known as derivational phonology. What that means is that, we 
apply rules to underlying forms to derive the surface forms.  

 So we can apply vowel nasalisation and consonant devoicing rules to change /siŋz/ 
→ [sĩŋz] and /blækz/ → [blæks]. When the rules are applied to /bɔɪz/, we get [bɔɪz] 
on the surface, which means the UR remains unaffected. This is illustrated below. 

 
             Rule definitions 
   Vowel nasalisation: [+syl] → [+nas] /__[+nas](C) ]σ 
   Obstruent devoicing: [-son, +cont, +cor, +voice] → [-voice]/ [-voice] ___ 
     
  UR     /siŋz/  /blækz/ /bɔɪz/ 
  Vowel nasalisation   sĩŋz  _____  _____ 
  Obstruent devoicing   _____   blæks  _____ 
   
  Surface forms   [sĩŋz]  [blæks] [bɔɪz] 
 

 Sometimes morphological rules may interact with phonological rules. In sĩŋ, the root 
vowel is nasalised. 

 However, when the “-ing” suffix is added to get /siŋ-iŋ/, the /i/ in /siŋ/ will no more be 
in the same syllable as the /ŋ/, as the word is re-syllabified to get si.ŋiŋ. This means 
that in the suffixed form, the root vowel may not be nasalised.  

 However, whether we get [sĩŋiŋ] or [siŋĩŋ] depends on which of the processes takes 
place before the other. 

◦ If nasalisation takes place before the suffixation of the progressive marker, we will 
get [sĩŋiŋ], as shown below. 

 
  UR     /siŋ/ 
  Vowel nasalisation   sĩŋ 
  Progressive suffixation  sĩŋ-iŋ  
  Surface form    [sĩŋ-iŋ]  

 

◦ On the other hand, if suffixation precedes nasalisation, we get [siŋĩŋ]. 
 

  UR     /siŋ/ 
  Progressive suffixation  siŋ-iŋ  

Vowel nasalisation   siŋ-ĩŋ  
  Surface form    [siŋ-ĩŋ]  
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 The actual attested surface form is [siŋ-ĩŋ]. The reason we get [siŋĩŋ] is because the 
progressive marker destroys the environment needed for the vowel to get nasalised. 
It separates the vowel and nasal in [siŋ] into different syllables. 

 

 Sometimes both rules are phonological rules. In French, vowel nasalisation and nasal 
deletion are two phonological processes that interact. Nasal deletion deletes a nasal 
sound when it comes after another nasal sound. 

  

◦ vowel nasalisation: [+syl] → [+nas]/__[+nas](C)]σ  (/bɔn/ → [bɔ̃n]) 

◦ Nasal deletion:  [+nas] → Ø / [+nasal] ___ (/bɔ̃n/ → [bɔ̃]  
 

 When these two rules are applied to the underlying form /bɔn/, we get the surface 
form [bɔ̃]. The order of application is as follows: 
 

  UR     /bɔn/ 
  Vowel nasalisation   bɔ̃n 
  Nasal deletion   bɔ̃ 
  Surface form    [bɔ̃] 
 

 The fact that we arrived at the right surface form means the ordering was right. The 
opposite ordering of the rules would have produced the wrong surface form, as shown 
below. 

 
  UR     /bɔn/ 
  Nasal deletion   _____ 
  Vowel nasalisation   bɔ̃n 
  Surface form    [bɔ̃n] 
 

 Thus in deriving surface forms from URs, the order in the application of multiple rules 
that may be needed to derive the surface forms matters. 

 There are four such interactions, but we will look at only two. 

 An important point to bear in mind is that, you must know the UR and surface form to 
determine how the two or more rules were applied. 

 
FEEDING 

 The application of one rule creates the environment for another rule to apply.  

 For instance, assuming that Rule A needs environment X to apply, which does not 
exist. Thus the rule cannot apply. However, before Rule A applies, Rule B applies 
and creates environment X which enables Rule A to apply and have an effect. 

 Vowel nasalisation feeds nasal deletion in French. When vowel nasalisation does not 
apply, nasal deletion does not get the chance to apply because the environment 
needed does not exist. It is the application of vowel nasalisation that create the 
environment nasal deletion needs to apply. 

 
BLEEDING:  

 The application of one rule destroys an existing environment in which another rule 
would have applied. For that reason, the second rule will no more apply. 

 For instance, assuming that RULE A needs to apply in environment X, but before it 
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applies, RULE B applies, removing that environment. Rule B bleeds Rule A.  

 We will illustrate this with two rules in English phonology: obstruent devoicing and   
[ə]-insertion, defined below. 
 
1. RULE A: Obstruent devoicing: [-son] → [-voice]/ [-voice] ___ 
2. RULE B: [ə]-insertion: Ø → [ə]/ [+strident] ___ [+strident] (bʊʃ → bʊʃəz). 

 
  UR     /bʊʃz/  /blækz/ /skilz/ 
  Obstruent devoicing   bʊʃs    blæks  _____ 
  [ə]-insertion    bʊʃəs    _____  _____ 
  Surface forms   [bʊʃəs]  [blæks] [skilz] 
 

 Since [bʊʃəs] is not the right surface form, it means that the ordering is not right. The 
reverse ordering will give us the right surface form, as shown below. 
 

  UR     /bʊʃz/  /blækz/ /skilz/ 
  [ə]-insertion    bʊʃəz    _____  _____ 

Obstruent devoicing   ____    blæks  _____ 
  Surface forms   [bʊʃəz]  [blæks] [skilz] 

 

 While this ordering produces the right surface forms, it comes at a cost: [ə]-insertion 
denies obstruent devoicing the chance to apply, unlike the preceding ordering. Thus 
[ə]-insertion bleeds obstruent devoicing. 

 
Exercise  
Study the interaction between progressive suffixation and vowel nasalisation and 
indicate the type of interaction involved. Is it feeding of bleeding? Advance arguments 
for your answer. 

 


